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The first Dickey Custom 750 trailer boat to be
built for the Dickey family was always going to
be something special.

T

he metallic charcoal Dickey Custom
750 had been spied in the Hauraki

comfortable live-aboard proposition.
“It worked so well, the kids loved it and

Gulf more than a week before

at no point did we feel like we just had to

Boating NZ went aboard for this

get off, not once,” says Jason.

review on a late summer evening.
With its strikingly unique lines and

stunning presentation, it’s hard to miss.
The Dickeys – Jason and Tris, and their two
children Rose and Jake – spent five glorious
days aboard their new toy to do some “product

After towing the boat up to Auckland for our

The 750 is the smallest model in Dickey Boat’s

it home via Waihau Bay and East Cape, where

trailerable Custom range. While the Custom range

they were intending to enjoy a few days of

shares many styling cues with the Dickey Semifly

gamefishing.

launches, the boats have more traditional layouts.

The boat was fully game-rigged for our review

testing”: sleeping and eating, swimming and

and clearly the XS is uncompromised as a fishing

snorkelling, and exploring the islands, beaches

boat, despite its emphasis on live-aboard

and coves of the inner Hauraki Gulf.

comfort.

“It was simply magic,” enthuses Jason,

SOLIDLY BUILT

review, Jason and his dad Graeme were taking

The 750 Custom XS is carried on a Dickey-

But as the name suggests, interior customisation is
always possible and indeed is usual, says Jason.
He opted for a versatile interior fit-out for his
own boat. They design everything at Dickey Boats,
and many of the boat’s features and fittings are

whose family and business is based in Napier.

built, dual-axle aluminium trailer with driver-

fabricated in-house rather than supplied and

“If we’d had the time we’d have stayed twice as

operated electric-hydraulic brakes. The drive-on

bolted on. Everywhere you look you see clever

long.”

trailer features PVC skids, a cage with canvas

solutions and examples of innovative design.

The latest 750 version has been dubbed

skirts to protect the painted hull from stone

The Custom 750 and 800 models will soon be

‘Extended Stay’ – XS – because it incorporates

chips and a spare wheel. All up, the rig weighs

manufactured to meet CE (European certification),

a whole lot of features designed to make it a

around 2300kg in road trim.

which requires a great deal of attention to

engineering, construction and design details. The

and is easily replaced in part or in full because

in the resulting jet of salt water. It’s plumbed

company has just sold the first Custom 800 to a

Dickey Boats save the customer-specific CNC

into the saltwater washdown system (coiled

European owner living in Switzerland.

cutfile patterns. The same material is used on

hose located aft to port) and is very handy when

the coamings and foredeck.

fishing. The decks are self-draining through

Aluminium hull thickness is 5mm, effectively
doubled along the 6mm keel thanks to the

Jason has opted for the open bulkhead which

scuppers and high enough above the water that

flooding chamber. Longitudinal girders, keel bar

he likes best – an enclosed forward bulkhead

and outboard pod are also 6mm; 5mm aluminium

and an enclosed wheelhouse are options – as

The aft bench seat/galley unit is another

is used for the stringers and framing, while Dickey

he feels the open plan layout makes the boat

example of engineering wizardry. The seat base

uses 4mm for the topsides, house and decks,

feel larger.

contains a sink and gas cooker, plus dry storage

including the wheelhouse roof which can support
a tender.
Peer along the sides of the 750 Custom and they
are completely fair – not a ripple in sight. You can
see your reflection in the paint.

Lighting throughout is LED, with concealed

they don’t back-flood.

and a separate gas locker (certified of course) at

rope lighting in the cockpit and heads, and

floor level accessible via a hatch. The seat’s back

underwater lights across the transom used to

is reversible but it’s far more clever than that:

particularly good effect.

depress a couple of meaty buttons – nothing

The forward cabin has a good-sized in-fill

aboard this boat is flimsy, from the door latches

double berth where occupants sleep at an

to the canvas covers – and the backrest folds all

OPTIMISED FOR STAY-AWAYS

angle, and somehow Jason has managed to

the way flat. Slide in the infill cushion between

As expected, Jason’s 750 is also immaculate

squeeze in a fully functional enclosed heads

the seats and you have another full length double

inside. The boat isn’t finished to Dickey Boat’s

into the forward cabin. Clever bi-fold doors

berth.

top spec – it’s not coved or painted inside

mean it can be used even when the beds are

– but it’s pretty stunning nonetheless. The

made up and they also provide privacy when

– between the two seats accommodates four

exterior is heavy-duty, two-pot metallic paint,

rearranging clothing outside the confined spaces

and there’s storage under the raised floor.

while inside any exposed aluminium is Nyalic-

of the heads. Mirrors on the inside of the doors

Wide cockpit shelves, a large underfloor locker

coated. The boat’s wheelhouse, cockpit and

(extending down only as far as waist height!)

and generous under-bunk spaces swallow all

forward cabin are lined in top-quality marine

give the compartment the illusion of space.

the usual stay-away and/or fishing gear, with

carpet – two-tone charcoal and light grey for

There’s no room for a wash basin, but Dickey has

ample rod stowage in the properly-angled rocket

contrast and lightness where required – while

provided a handy anti-bacterial lotion dispenser.

launcher, across the back of the baitboard and

the cockpit sole is non-slip water-cut Ultralon,

Step outside into the cockpit and you can

meticulously inlaid with contrasting pale grey

wash up using the freshwater pull-out shower

and Dickey Boats logos. It looks great, feels

or by leaning over the side, pressing against a

good on the feet, doesn’t get hot or hold dirt,

switch on the gunwale and rinsing your hands

A folding table – with heavy-duty supports

in the through-gunwale (trolling) rodholders. The
shelves are wide enough for dive bottles too.
Dickey Custom 750s often come with a
heavy-duty road cover that completely encloses

The seating unit is a good example of engineering excellence: it features a reversible backrest, conceals the galley and completely folds out to make a decentsized double berth. The seat base also contains dry stowage and the gas bottle in a separate locker that vents overboard

Each food-grade PVC baitboard is customised for its owner; Compact heads have clever bi-fold doors; The boat's seats are comfortable – note the foldout
passenger footrest

the cockpit. The road cover for the XS has been

youngest is just two – there is no transom door

designed for on-water use as well and is fantastic

or walk-through.

when overnighting, says Jason. We used the side

The flooding pod does duty as a second live

chines provide dynamic stability while underway.
This is a stable boat. The deadrise at the
transom is a respectable 20°, but the boat barely

covers to keep the cool evening breeze at bay and

well and by all accounts is perfect for storing

heels with three people on one side, and while

Jason demonstrated how the middle section can

a feed of mussels or crays. A conventional

it does heel over if you throw it into a sharp turn,

be poled out to provide shade on a sunny day.

plumbed live well is built into the transom wall

it’s not excessive or alarming. In fact, you need

With the cover domed down for the night, the

with a cleverly designed, swivelling bait board

to hang on tight if you throw the wheel over too

boat’s interior feels warm and cosy.

as the lid. No two bait boards are the same,

enthusiastically as the 750 Custom goes round

explains Jason, because he CNC cuts them

on rails and the Honda’s propeller is almost

HONDA POWER

individually for each owner. Jason and Tris’ board

impossible to break free.

The Custom range is suitable for either outboard

features a measuring scale along the back,

or inboard power, but Jason and Tris’ boat is

and like all Dickey bait boards it’s made from

truck-style stainless knob invites enthusiastic

powered by a Honda 250hp four-stroke outboard,

food-grade materials.

helming. The steering is light and responsive

and very impressive it is too.
The outboard is mounted on a flooding pod

The pod is not the only thing that floods.
There’s a flooding chamber along the 750’s keel

A big stainless steel wheel complete with a

and the boat handles well.
Dickey boats feature unusually long

with swim platforms on either side. For safety

too, which works to create plenty of stability

waterlines, which in combination with the

reasons, particularly with kids – the Dickey’s

when the boat is at rest. Large turned-down

downturned chine design provide exceptional

Boating’s verdict

The boat’s driving position is good, the

fuel economy. The ride is excellent and the
hull is dry, but the 750 runs relatively flat and

adjustable seat comfortable and visibility

trimming the outboard has only limited effect

excellent, especially ahead since the boat runs

on hull attitude. As speed increases, the hull

fairly flat. The three-pane windscreen has no

flattens out even more, slicing through the seas

wipers – Dickey swear by Clear Shield – but we

rather than bouncing over them. Into a head

took no spray, even though conditions were a bit

sea, trimming the engine in allows the relatively

lumpy in parts.
The boat ate up the slop caused by extra-

plumb bow to go to work and it will hold onto the
plane right down to 12 knots or less.
The 250hp Honda is in the middle of the
recommended horsepower range, but it’s ample

large tides and a fairly strong sea breeze and I
enjoyed helming the 750 back up the harbour
into Auckland in the dark.
A Raymarine Hybrid Touch display took care

power, giving a top speed of 37 knots on test
day. More importantly, it’s economical to run,

of the navigation. It features the latest CHIRP

averaging around 1.3 litres of fuel per nautical

sounder technology and also provides a wireless

mile (lnm) right up to 26 knots and only 1.7lnm

hotspot and integration with the Fusion stereo

at 30 knots. With 290 litres in the underfloor fuel

system. It’s all very high-tech but easy to use,

tank, range shouldn’t be an issue.

wirelessly connecting my iPhone in moments.

Dickey Custom 750 XS
➤ loa 7.9m
➤ beam 2.5m
➤ draft approx 0.6m engine up

Unique styling
z Performs very well
z Economical to run
z Superb build quality
z

CONS

➤ engine Honda 250hp V6 four-stroke
outboard

z

➤ deadrise 20° at transom
➤ fuel 290 litres
➤ cruising speed 25-30 knots
➤ max speed 37 knots

PERFO
RMA

NCE
* Rayma
rine Touc
hscreen
RPM
600

PROS

➤ weight approx 2300kg on trailer

➤ propeller 17-inch pitch

The Dickey Custom 750 XS is a
beautifully-finished aluminium
trailerboat that oozes quality and
design excellence. A fully-painted
version is virtually indistinguishable
from a fibreglass boat unless you
tap on the hull and the demanding
standard of finish carries over to the
boat’s interior.
Jason and Tristin’s boat certainly
turned heads during our short test,
eliciting favourable comments from
other boaties, both on the water and
back at the ramp.

A big boat to tow
z Open hardtop may not suit
all boating applications
z High-quality finish may
suffer with hard use
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➤ price as tested POA
➤
➤ manufacturer Dickey Boats Ltd,
ph 06 834-1310, info@dickeyboats.co.nz
www.dickeyboats.co.nz
➤ boat supplied by Jason and Tristin Dickey
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